An analytic model for Prioritized token ring is presented in this paper. Its protocol is based on prioritized token ring with reservm-on (R-PTR). Since the protocol of the R-PTR is simple and the performance of the R-PTR is not inferior to that of the IEEE standard 8025 (IEEE-PTR) under almost all tr&c load environments, we use the R-PTR as our token ring model. By using the properries of Markovian process, the expressions for average throughput and average packet transmission delay are &rived. The results obtained from the annlytic mo&l are compared with that of the simulation model.
Introduction
Token ring has become one of the most popular local area networks because of its simple logic, efficient performance and fairness. In token ring protocol, a unique message type known as token circulates around the ring. When a station that seizes a free token does not have any waiting packets. it simply passes the token to the next station. If the station has waiting packet, it changes the free token to a busy token and transmits its packet which is appended to the end of the busy token. When the station completes the data transmission, it purges its transmitted packet. The station changes the busy token to a free token when the station has finished its transmission and the busy token has returned to the station.
Although token ring access protocols without priority scheme have been analyzed in many papers [l-51, only a few attempts have been made to analyze prioritized token ring protocols. Bassiouni and Gupta [6] present a heuristic algorithm for evaluating average waiting times for asymmetric token rings with priority classes. Gianini and Manfield [7] analyzed symmetric polling systems with two priority classes. Shen et al. [8] propose two types of prioritized token ring access protocols and analyze the performances of those protocols.
Our token ring protocol also includes the priority operation and is based on prioritized token ring with reservation (R-PTR)
[8] which is similar to IEEE standard 802.5 [9] (IEEE-PTR). In our model, each station has only one buffer while in [7] and [8] it has multiple buffers according to the number of priority levels.
In the R-PTR. the priority operation is accomplished by assigning a priority to the free token. When a station seizes a free token whose priority level is equal to or less than that of its access waiting packet, it changes the free token to a busy token and transmits its waiting packet. During one-round circulation, a busy token collects the information about the highest priority of all access waiting packets at all stations. When the station completes the data transmission, it purges its transmitted packet. The station generates a new free token with the highest priority collected during one-round circulation of the busy token when the station h a s h i s h e d its transmission and the-busy token has returned to the station. 
Model Descriptions
Our model is shown in Figure 1 and can be characterized by the following assumptions:
(1) The number of stations is N and the priority level of a packet is a uniformly distributed random integer between 0 and 7. Level 0 is the lowest priority.
(2) Each station has only one buffer whose size is one. Each instant is a Markov renewal point since the state at any instant depends on both the state at the previous instant and the number of arrivals between the current and previous instants. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we first find the steady state probability. In Section 4, we then derive expressions for the average throughput and the average transmission delay. Performance measurements from the model are compared with the results from a simulation model in Section 5 and conclusion is given in Section 6.
Steady State Probability

State Transition Probability from tA' to rB
We assume that the states at instants rA' and rB are represented by (no, . . . , q f ) and (n,,'. . . . ,n<,g), respectively.
Since tB is the instant that the station B captures a free token issued by the station A at A', the priority level of a free token at rB , g , must be equal to the priority level of a free tok n at tA' , f. From assumptions (1),(4) and (6), we find that L[l-e-.]
and [e-.] are the probabilities that any station has one or more arrivals of any priority level packet and no arrivals, respectively, between A' and tB . Thus, by using the multinomial distribution property, we obtain the state transition probability as follows: 
State Transition Probability from rB to rB'
The state-transition probability from rB to tB' depends on the priority level of a packet in sration B and the level of free tokens arriving at and generated from station B. If no packet is transmitted, the time duration tB'-tB is equal to zero. If a packet is transmitted, then tB'-rB depends on the packet transmission time. If the transmission time is greater than the round trip propagation delay, tB'-tB is equal to the transmission time, 1. If not, it is equal to the propagation delay, Nr. Thus, tB'-fB is equal to Max(1, Nr) which is represented by t .
We consider two cases. The first case is that both states at rB and tB' are the same while the second case is that the states are different. In the following equations, X denotes the probability that any idle station has a packet arrival before a busy token passes the station.
Case 1:
This case occurs when station B has a packet whose priority level is less than the level of the free token arriving at the station or does not have any packet. This case also happens when station B has a packet whose priority level is equal to or greater than the level of the free token and the priority level collected by the busy token during the packet transmission is equal to the level of the free token. We assume the distances between any two nearest idle stations are the same. The state transition probability of this case is given as follows:
+ Pi(n(, . . .
and ( ( r~~+~' 2 1) or . . . or (n; 2 1))
if ((i = 7) and (n; 2 2)) or ((i < 7) and (ni' 2 2) and ( r~i +~' = . . . = n,' = 0)) 1" 1-X otherwise.
R' ( k ) =
Case 2:
This case occurs.when station B has a packet whose priority level is equal to or greater than the level of a free token arriving at the station.
where (no", . . . , n / . g ) # (no', . . . ,n{,i). R"(k) has different values depending on the priority levels of a packet and free tokens and is denoted as follows: . P (no', . . . .n;f I
Throughput
Average Throughput
First, we consider the probability P (k I no. . . . ,n7J) that the transmission time, d -tB , is equal to k when the state at time instant @ is (nl, . . . ,n7f). The probability is represented as follows:
In addition, the probability generating function of the p b ability gk is computed as follows:
i-f z = 1 yields the following average transmission t i m e :
Then, the first derivative of G (z I no. . . . . n 7 f ) evaluated at
From the above equations, we now derive the average throughput of any priority level packet. In the following equal tion, Ti denotes the average throughput of level i packet. where i = 0, . . . ,7 and PRi(no. . . . ,n7J) is the probability that a priority level i packet is transmitted at state (ns . . . a 7 f ) .
Since a packet is transmitted when its priority level i is equal to or greater than the priority level f of a free token, we have the following equation for PRi(no. . . . a7,f):
Average Transmission Delay
To derive the average transmission delay, we first consider the probability PNi(mi I no. . . . ~1 7 f . k ) where mi is the number of stations which have level i packet at the t i m e instant that R t i m e units have elapsed after a free token was issued in the state (no, . . . a7J). The probability is computed as follows:
where ni 5 mi S N-nj+ni and i = 0, . . . .7.
Next, we calculate the average number of level i packets in the network at the instant that k time units have elapsed after a free token was issued in the state (no, . . .n7,f). This number is denoted by Ni(no. . . . ,n7f k) and given by In addition, we consider the average number of level i packets in the network from the generation of a free token in state (no, . . ,n7f) to the next generation of a free token. This number is given as follows:
Mi(no, . . . ,n7f) = Ni(no, . . . ,n7f,t+ r ) . P (t 1 no. ' . ,n7,f)
From the above equations, we compute the average number of level i packets in the network at any arbitrary time and this is given by the following equation. Since we now know the average throughput and the average number of any priority level packets, we can use Little's law to calculate the average transmission delay Di as follows: 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a prioritized token ring protocol and an analytic model for evaluating its performance. The average throughput and transmission delay are obtained by means of a Markov chain model. In addition, average packet transmission delay is graphically shown as functions of interarrival time and packet length. In order to verify our analytic model, the results are compared with the results obtained from simulation. From the comparison, we have observed that analytic and simulation results are consistent with each other for high priority level packet. However, there is a small discrepancy for low priority level packet but this discrepancy is acceptable. 
